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The first six-page issue of Liberal Smarts, the twice annual newsletter written and produced by students in the College of Liberal Arts, has just been published and will arrive in mailboxes and student mail folders shortly.

In this issue Kavya Yadav (PTC ’04) writes about international students enrolled in the College, Steven Rokitka (PTC ’03) reports on music in the College, study abroad opportunities are discussed in Will Pendlebury’s (PTC ’03) article, Jennifer Taylor (PTC ’03) reports on one CLA class, Andrea Ervay (PTC ’04) discusses CLA student Co-op experiences and the College’s student research fund is detailed in Tara Martin’s (PTC ’04) timely report.

Kayla Zerby (PTC ’05) is Editor, Adam Stone (PTC ’04) is the issue’s designer and Tiphani Russell (Photo ’04) is the photographer.

Congratulations to the students involved in this issue on their extraordinary and excellent achievement!